
PRUNING



This is part of a series on growing fruit!

March 6th @6pm - Growing Grapes
March 20th @6pm - Small Fruits and Berries
April 3rd @6pm - Holistic Spray Program
April 10th @6pm - Orchard Companions
April 24th @6pm - Fruit Propagating

Previous class: Fruit Tree Selection



Slides will be available on the resources tab of our 
website



Growing Summit!





Why Should I Prune My Tree?



Tree Health

Sunlight penetration/airflow
- dries out the tree faster which prevents disease, fungus, and weak bark

Strong branches 
- your branches won’t crack during storms or with heavy fruit load or 

when people climb on it
Remove branches that are broken, diseased, damaged, or will cause damage 
to the tree later on



Desired Structure
Keep it a manageable size for harvest 
and maintenance
You can also prune in specific ways to fit 
your yard and your aesthetic
You’ll also likely need to prune for what 
you what your tree to serve
- if you’ll be moving around your tree, 

you don’t want low branches
- if you have kids who want to harvest 

with you, you want to keep low 
branches



Improve Fruit Quality

Good pruning increases fruit set, ripening and quality 
- there’s more energy in the tree overall
- better sunlight penetration improves ripening
- healthier trees fend off diseases/pests that would affect fruit



What does good pruning look like?



Clearing out the tree



What type of pruning are you doing?

Central Leader Modified Leader Open Vase



Central Leader

Apples
Pears
Sweet cherries
Tart cherries



Open center

Peaches
Tart cherries



When to Prune



Late winter/early spring • Most of your pruning is done in late 
winter/early spring

• This is during the dormant season, so it’s 
easier to see the overall tree structure, it’s 
not interfering with your harvest for the 
season (you’re not pruning off buds/fruitsets 
that the tree has already put energy into)

• Prune after threat of hard freeze, which can 
damage open tree wounds that you’ll cause 
when pruning

• Prune before the tree breaks dormancy and 
begins producing fruit

• Do not prune in freezing weather, do not 
prune when it’s wet outside

• If you have multiple types of trees, prune the 
sturdier ones first, leave peaches/younger 
trees/things on the edge of our growing zone 
last

• Dormancy in Fruit Trees (Cornell)

https://ecommons.cornell.edu/server/api/core/bitstreams/317dc529-3265-4f8c-87a2-473c2e3e790b/content


Do NOT prune in fall/early winter

Every time you prune, you create open wounds on the tree
If you prune late in the fall season, these wounds will not heal 
sufficiently before cold weather and be affected by the heavy 
freezes
This will significantly shorten the lifespan of your tree, don’t do it! 



Pruning Rules of Thumb



Do Not Prune Off More than 30% of the tree in a 
year

• Anymore than 30% of the tree and the tree will have trouble healing
• You’re significantly removing resources for the tree to create its own 

food, which hinders the healing process
• If you’re working on a neglected tree that needs more than 30% cut 

back, you can space out large cuts over multiple seasons
• EXCEPTION: peaches, you can cut up to 50% for peaches because 

they only fruit on second year wood and grow vigorously



Prune with Sharp & Clean Tools

- sanitize between cuts (10% bleach spray 
works well)

- keep your tools sharp for clean cuts 
(ragged cuts are prone to 
infection/disease/etc)

- match cut size to tool
- electric tools will likely leave messy cuts 

and shake your tree
- there are specific electric tools for pruning 

but those are mostly used in commercial 
orchards by experienced arborists because 
it’s very easy to overprune or make bad 
cuts



Leave branch collar, but not a nub



Another example of the proper cutting technique



Vegetative vs. Fruiting Buds



Types of Pruning Cuts



Heading/Thinning

Heading: cutting a branch back to 
an outgoing branch/bud 

Thinning: cutting a branch all the 
way back to the trunk, helpful for 
cleaning out a tree or removing 
watersprouts, or removing 
branches that are going entirely 
the wrong direction



Heading Cuts



Heading Cuts



What Do I Actually Prune?



Starting Questions

What type of tree is it, what structure are you attempting to create?
How old is it?/How big is it?
- mostly selecting for your ideal structure later on
- open center (ideally 3 scaffolds with strong angles originating closely 

together)
- central leader (ideally 4 scaffolds with strong angles interspersed up 

the tree)



Central Leader



Open Center



Strong Angles

60-90 degree angles
good structure for the tree to bear heavy fruit and 
not crack later on
also usually sets up the tree for growing in a 
horizontal rather than vertical direction, so more of 
the branch is hit by the sun and ripens 



Why do narrow angles crack?

Bark inclusion - leads to dead bark, rot, and eventually weak 
spots in the bark that will crack very easily



Looking 
at this 

in 
practice



What if I let a narrow angled branch develop?

-thin the branch completely
- head it back to an outgoing bud to take the weight off so 
it doesn’t crack as easily (if you’ve done lots of pruning) 
and remove it in a later season
-this depends on how much pruning you’re doing on the 
tree and the size of the branch that’s developed



Are narrow angled branches 
completely useless?

No! You can use limb spreaders
- buy these or use clothespins or make your 

own
make sure to check on them over the season, if 
at any point the bark is growing up over it, 
you’ll have to remove it
this only works when branches are flexible 
enough to bend/shape



Summer Pruning



Summer Pruning

- cleaning up water sprouts and suckers 
- this is vegetative growth that will not bear fruit and will grow 

aggressively
- clean it up when it’s small for smaller wounds and so it doesn’t 

siphon energy away from the rest of the tree
- pruning for height

- pruning has a dwarfing effect no matter when you prune, but pruning 
in summer heightens this dwarfing effect and will take off growth 
that would’ve increased the height of the tree



Watersprouts
• Vegetative growth that usually develops 

in crotches or around heavy pruning 
cuts

• Usually growing straight up
• Unlike fruiting branches that will have a 

branch to trunk ratio of like 1:3, 
watersprouts will often develop a 1:1 
branch to trunk ratio

• This will not bear fruit as is
• Mostly we prune these out
• if you have a blank space in a tree and 

you’d like branches there, you can also 
head back watersprouts to an outgoing 
bud to develop a fruiting branch



What happens if I leave watersprouts?

They will get really big (like grow 5-6 ft in a season)
- siphon off lots of energy to develop vegetation rather than fruit

They will crowd your tree, interrupting airflow, sun penetration
They are more targeted by diseases like fire blight that attack vigorous growth
They’re prime food for aphids
You can prune forgotten water sprouts out in the winter



Root suckers
Root suckers are from the rootstock, not 
the actual fruit tree
They’ll grow up tall and take energy away 
from the fruiting tree, they usually are 
vigorous growth
Remove them when you see them! 

If you miss them in summer pruning, they 
can be removed in winter pruning



Pruning for Height

If your tree is at a height you’d like to maintain or is taller than you like, you can 
prune for height in the summer
This usually means trimming off the ends up tall branches to an outgoing bud 
(heading cuts, not thinning cuts)
If it’s much much taller than you like, you can do this over several seasons



Pruning over the next couple years



Prune to Maintain your Structure

• Maintain your current scaffolds and develop new scaffolds
• Prune branches that interfere with this like branches growing straight 

up or towards the center
• Branches growing straight up are most likely watersprouts, or 

branches that you can prune to grow out instead
• They won’t produce much fruit growing straight up

• Branches growing towards the center will interrupt airflow and 
sunlight penetration



Dead Stuff • Prune off anything dead
• Dead stuff will have a brown cross-section and snap 

easily

• Use heading cuts here to cut back to the live 
sections of the tree

• Use the heading cuts in a way that will encourage 
the tree to grow in a direction you like



Branches Growing Down

• Will usually be shaded out by other branches and therefore 
won’t bear fruit

• Also more likely to break in storms

• Exception: I might leave some for big trees in free pick orchards 
for kids to reach!



Diseased/Damaged 

• Any cracked branches, any branches that may be infected

• Prune it off so it won’t affect the rest of the tree



Rubbing Branches

If you maintain structure, you should be able to 
avoid rubbing branches

Pulls away bark and introduces disease into the 
tree
One is also likely going an unfortunate 
direction
Can use a thinning cut to remove the whole 
branch or a heading cut to redirect one of the 
branches



Pruning Neglected Trees

Remember, you can’t prune more than 30% in a season
1. Start with diseased/damaged/dead branches
2. Take out root suckers
3. Figure out what structure you’re aiming for
4. Find the limbs that can be developed into a good modified structure
5. Remove narrow angles
6. Thin/head back for height and structure
This can be a work in progress, make heading cuts and big cuts far away from each 
other


